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Merely said, the nicci french waiting for wednesday is universally compatible with any devices to read

Beneath the Skin Nicci French 2001-08-07 Zoe. Jenny. Nadia. Three women of varying ages and
backgrounds with little else in common but for one thing: Someone has sent them each a note informing
them that they will be killed. A cruel joke? A hoax? The police don't seem to think so. Now, with no clear
suspect and amid the growing threat of violence, the victims become the accused as authorities dig into
their backgrounds for clues as to why they might have attracted the unrelenting attention of a killer. As
Zoe, Jenny, and Nadia ﬁnd themselves being victimized twiceover, once by the faceless stalker and again
by the police, each must ultimately face the question of which is stronger: the instinct to survive, or the
desire to destroy?
Nighttime Is My Time Mary Higgins Clark 2004-04-06 From the "Queen of Suspense," Mary Higgins
Clark, comes a riveting tale of suspense, secrets, and revenge. Historian Jean Sheridan returns to
Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York, excited about her twenty-year high-school reunion at Stonecroft
Academy. But a dear friend of hers soon becomes the ﬁfth woman in the class to meet a sudden,
mysterious end. Then Jean receives a taunting fax about a child she gave up for adoption, whose
existence she had kept a secret but whose life may now be in danger. For present at the reunion is The
Owl, a murderer on a mission of vengeance against women who once humiliated him...and Jean is his
ﬁnal intended victim.
Losing You Nicci French 2008-04-01 It's Nina Landry's birthday, and she's supposed to have her kids
ready to leave in a few hours for a Christmas holiday in Florida with her new boyfriend, but her ﬁfteenyear-old daughter Charlie spent the night at a friend's and hasn't come home yet. Not by ten a.m., not by
eleven. Nina is getting angry---they have a plane to catch, and Charlie hasn't even bothered to pack. As
time passes, though slower and slower by the minute, Nina becomes uneasy. Her anger gives way to
worry, and that worry quickly builds into panic. By one p.m., she's wondering, has Charlie run away, or
has something far worse happened? And why won't anyone---not the cops, not Charlie's friends, not
Charlie's father---take her disappearance seriously? As day turns to night on their home of Sandling
Island sixty miles from London, and a series of ominous secrets leads Nina from sickening suspicion to
deadly certainty, the question becomes less whether she and her daughter will leave the island in time
and more whether they'll ever leave it again. In Losing You, the newest thriller from the long-acclaimed
master of psychological suspense, Nicci French unravels one mother's life and replaces it with every
mother's worst nightmare.
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The Mean Streets of Chicago Trevor Hughes 2018-11-07 Tom Collins is a bored Manchester private eye.
His caseload consists of loose women, lying spouses and lost dogs. His hero is Jake Fist, a ﬁctional hardhitting, hard-drinking shoot-'em-and-leave-'em 1950's Chicago gumshoe. Then one quiet afternoon a
beautiful Oriental woman walks into his oﬃce. She's from Chicago. When she asks Tom to track down her
missing cousin, Angel Wong, it's Tom's chance to prove he's a real detective, just like Jake Fist. Two days
later he is in the middle of a vicious turf war, on the run from three murderous Oriental gangs and the
Manchester police. But why are they all looking for Angel Wong? Tom is kidnapped by a sinister Chinese
mobster called 'Goodbye' Johnny, taken to a deserted warehouse and threatened with a slow, agonizing
death. Now there is no one who can save him. Except maybe Jake Fist...
The Less Dead Denise Mina 2020-08-18 In this "thought-provoking" thriller from the author of the Reese
Witherspoon book club pick and national bestseller Conviction, a woman in crisis ﬁnds herself on the hunt
for her own mother's murderer (People). Dr. Margo Dunlop is at a crossroads. Her adoptive mom just
passed away, and Margo misses her so much she can't begin to empty the house-or, it seems, get her
brother on the phone. Not to mention she's newly single, secretly pregnant, and worried about her best
friend's dangerous relationship. In an eﬀort to cheer herself up she goes in search of her birth mother.
Instead she ﬁnds Nikki, her mother's sister. Aunt Nikki isn't what Margo expects, and she brings upsetting
news: Margo's mother is dead. Worse, she was murdered years ago, and her killer is still at large—and
sending Nikki threatening letters. Margo is torn. Should she stay out of this mess, or try to ﬁnd justice?
But then Margo receives a letter, too. Someone out there has been waiting and watching, and in Margo
sees the spitting image of her mother . . . Darkly funny and deeply aﬀecting, The Less Dead is a sharply
modern new thriller from the bestselling author of Conviction, and a surprisingly moving story of
daughters and mothers, secrets and choices, and how the search for the truth—and a long-hidden
killer—will lead one woman to ﬁnd herself.
Until It's Over Nicci French 2020-07-28 From the internationally bestselling author of the Frieda Klein
series, Nicci French, comes this steamy and suspenseful stand-alone thriller about a group of housemates
who must determine the killer among them when a series of murders occur. Be careful of the ones
closest to you... London cycle courier Astrid Bell has known most of her housemates for years, but while
they have a tangled history together—romantic pairings, one-night stands, friendships—they each have
secrets. Astrid is on her way home one day when her neighbor accidentally knocks her oﬀ her bike.
Suﬀering a few bruises, her roommates help her home. The next day, they learn that same neighbor was
bludgeoned to death only hours after the accident. Each of them tells the police what little they know and
are dismissed. Then a few days later, Astrid is asked to pick up a package from a wealthy woman called
Ingrid de Soto. When she arrives, the client is lying in the hall of her luxurious home—and it’s apparent
she’s also been murdered. For the police, it’s more than bad luck. For Astrid and her six housemates, it's
the beginning of a nightmare: suspicious glances, bitter accusations, and a growing fear that the worst is
yet to come. As the diﬀerence between friend and stranger grows harder to judge, the line between
attraction and danger thins. The housemates—unsure if there’s a killer in their midst—guard themselves
against becoming the next victim. Because if it’s true that bad luck comes in threes—who will be the next
to die?
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2014 'I had power over him, and that made me feel strong and
tender at the same time' Just a chance remark made by a potential client, but to psychotherapist Frieda
Klein it sets oﬀ alarm bells. Haunted by their signiﬁcance, she is driven to ﬁnd out more and her search
draws her into a dark world of missing young women inhabited by a predator so careful, so subtle that
the police aren't yet aware of his crimes. With each step Frieda gets closer to a silent killer whose
determination to stay hidden is matched only by her desperate need to ﬁnd him. And stay alive . . . 'On
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top form. Brilliantly crafted.' Bella 'Good plotting, well-drawn characters, nail-biting moments.' Choice
'Extraordinary, chilling, compelling.' Sun on Sunday 'Heart-stopping.' Woman & Home
The Unheard Nicci French 2021-10-26 “Nicci French is a specialist in the kind of evil that burrows from
within.” —New York Times Book Review In this new heart-pounding standalone from the internationally
bestselling author that People calls “razor sharp,” a single mother suspects her young daughter has
witnessed a horrible crime when the girl draws a disturbing picture—but the deadly path to unravel the
truth could cost her everything. Maybe Tess is overprotective, but passing her daughter oﬀ to her ex and
his new young wife ﬁlls her with a sense of dread. It’s not that Jason is a bad father—it just hurts to see
him enjoying married life with someone else. Still, she owes it to her daughter Poppy to make this
arrangement work. But Poppy returns from the weekend tired and withdrawn. And when she shows Tess
a crayon drawing—an image so simple and violent that Tess can hardly make sense of it——Poppy can
only explain with the words, “He did kill her.” Something is horribly wrong. Tess is certain Poppy saw
something—or something happened to her—that she’s too young to understand. Jason insists the
weekend went oﬀ without a hitch. Doctors advise that Poppy may be reacting to her parents’ separation.
And as the days go on, even Poppy’s disturbing memory seems to fade. But a mother knows her
daughter, and Tess is determined to discover the truth. Her search will set oﬀ an explosive tempest of
dark secrets and buried crimes—and more than one life may be at stake.
The Good Detective John McMahon 2020-02-04 A New York Times Book Review Top 10 Crime Novel of
the Year "John McMahon is one of those rare writers who seem to have sprung out of nowhere. His ﬁrst
novel, The Good Detective, which is pretty much perfect, features a decent if ﬂawed hero battling
personal troubles while occupied with a murder case of great consequence to his community."--New York
Times Book Review Introducing Detective P.T. Marsh in a swift and bruising debut where Elmore
Leonard's staccato prose meets Greg Iles' Southern settings. How can you solve a crime if you've killed
the prime suspect? Since the night his wife and son were killed in an accident, Detective P.T. Marsh can't
see the line between bold moves and disastrous decisions. But when the former rising star of the Mason
Falls, Georgia, police force decides to help out a woman by giving her abusive boyfriend a taste of his
own medicine, he might have crossed a line. The next morning he gets called to the scene of his newest
murder case, and is stunned to arrive at the house of a dead man, the very man he beat up the night
before. As P.T. and his partner, Remy, begin to suspect the murder is connected to a local arson and the
lynching of a teenage boy, P.T. realizes he might have killed the top suspect of this horriﬁc crime. Amid
rising racial tension and media scrutiny, P.T. uncovers something even deeper beneath the boy's murder-a conspiracy leading all the way back to the time of the Civil War. Risking everything to unravel the
puzzle even as he ﬁghts oﬀ his own demons, P.T. races headlong toward an incendiary and life-altering
showdown.
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2014 Ruth Lennox, beloved mother of three, is found by her
daughter in a pool of her own blood. Who would want to murder an ordinary housewife? And why?
Psychotherapist Frieda Klein ﬁnds she has an unusually personal connection with DCI Karlsson's latest
case.
Friday on My Mind Nicci French 2016-10-04 In Nicci’s French’s thrilling ﬁfth book, London psychotherapist
Frieda Klein herself becomes the prime suspect in a murder A bloated corpse turns up in the Thames,
throat slashed, and the only clue is a hospital wristband reading Dr. F. Klein. Frieda is taken to see the
body and realizes with horror that it is Sandy, her ex-boyfriend. She’s certain that the killer is Dean
Reeve—the man who has never stopped haunting her. But the police think he has been dead for years,
and Frieda is their number one suspect. With few options, Frieda goes on the run to save herself and try
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to uncover the truth. Praise for the Frieda Klein Mystery series: “Fierce, fascinating, and full of insight,
Frieda Klein is irresistible.” —Val McDermid, bestselling author of Splinter the Silence “Sophisticated,
gripping, addictive. Crime novels that stand head and shoulders above the competition.” —Sophie
Hannah, bestselling author of Woman with a Secret “Complex psychological suspense at its best.”
—Booklist (starred review)
Secret Smile Nicci French 2004-06-22 From the international bestselling author of "Land of the Living,"
and "Killing Me Softly," comes a chilling new novel about a broken aﬀair that leads to a deadly obsession.
Headhunters Jo Nesbo 2011-09-06 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A funny, dark, and twisted caper
worthy of Quentin Tarantino and the Coen brothers—about an aspiring art thief and the target who’s
about to destroy his life. “If you don’t know Nesbø, it’s time to get with it.” —USA Today Roger Brown is a
corporate headhunter, and he’s a master of his profession. But one career simply can’t support his
luxurious lifestyle and his wife’s ﬂedgling art gallery. At an art opening one night he meets Clas Greve,
who is not only the perfect candidate for a major CEO job, but also, perhaps, the answer to his ﬁnancial
woes: Greve just so happens to mention that he owns a priceless Peter Paul Rubens painting that’s been
lost since World War II—and Roger Brown just so happens to dabble in art theft. But when he breaks into
Greve’s apartment, he ﬁnds more than just the painting. And Clas Greve may turn out to be the worst
thing that’s ever happened to Roger Brown.
The Witch Elm Tana French 2018-10-09 Named a New York Times Notable Book of 2018 and a Best
Book of 2018 by NPR, The New York Times Book Review, Amazon, The Boston Globe, LitHub, Vulture,
Slate, Elle, Vox, and Electric Literature “Tana French’s best and most intricately nuanced novel yet.”
—The New York Times An “extraordinary” (Stephen King) and “mesmerizing” (LA Times) new standalone
novel from the master of crime and suspense and author of the forthcoming novel The Searcher. From
the writer who “inspires cultic devotion in readers” (The New Yorker) and has been called “incandescent”
by Stephen King, “absolutely mesmerizing” by Gillian Flynn, and “unputdownable” (People) comes a
gripping new novel that turns a crime story inside out. Toby is a happy-go-lucky charmer who’s dodged a
scrape at work and is celebrating with friends when the night takes a turn that will change his life—he
surprises two burglars who beat him and leave him for dead. Struggling to recover from his injuries,
beginning to understand that he might never be the same man again, he takes refuge at his family’s
ancestral home to care for his dying uncle Hugo. Then a skull is found in the trunk of an elm tree in the
garden—and as detectives close in, Toby is forced to face the possibility that his past may not be what he
has always believed. A spellbinding standalone from one of the best suspense writers working today, The
Witch Elm asks what we become, and what we’re capable of, when we no longer know who we are.
Tuesday's Gone Nicci French 2013-04-04 “Blue Monday leaves readers with the promise of intriguing
tales to come” —People (four-star review) Internationally bestselling authors Nicci Gerard and Sean
French, writing as Nicci French, have sold more than eight million copies of their books worldwide. But
nothing they’ve written written before has grabbed the attention of reviewers and readers like Blue
Monday and its iconic heroine, Frieda Klein. In a starred review, Publishers Weekly called it a “superb
psychological thriller . . . with brooding atmosphere, sustained suspense, a last-minute plot twist, and
memorable cast of characters.” In Tuesday’s Gone, a London social worker makes a routine home visit
only to discover her client, Michelle Doyce, serving afternoon tea to a naked, decomposing corpse. With
no clues as to the dead man’s identity, Chief Inspector Karlsson again calls upon Frieda for help. She
discovers that the body belongs to Robert Poole, con man extraordinaire. But Frieda can’t shake the
feeling that the past isn’t done with her yet. Did someone kill Poole to embroil her in the investigation?
And if so, is Frieda herself the next victim? A masterpiece of paranoia, Tuesday’s Gone draws readers
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inexorably into a fractured and faithless world as it brilliantly conﬁrms Frieda Klein as a quintessential
heroine for our times.
The Stars Below (Vega Jane, Book 4) David Baldacci 2019-02-26 THIS. MEANS. WAR. The explosive
conclusion to David Baldacci's instant #1 worldwide bestselling and award-winning fantasy series.
The Other Side of the Door Nicci French 2010-05-11 Who is more dangerous? An enemy? A friend? Or
a lover? Bonnie Graham stands in the open door of her friend's apartment. She is alone, except for the
dead body lying in a pool of blood on the ﬂoor. What happened? What will Bonnie do now? Whom can she
turn to? And what role has she played in the murderous events? Bonnie is a music teacher who has spent
a long, hot summer in London rehearsing with a band to play at a friend's wedding. It was supposed to be
fun, but the band members ﬁnd the complicated knots of their friendships—some old, some
new—unraveling as the days themselves unwind. What was meant to be a summer of happiness, love,
and music turns deadly as lovers betray one another, passions turn murderous, and friendship itself
becomes a crime. Everyone tells lies. But is anyone prepared to tell the truth to uncover a murderer?
Nicci French, the author of eleven internationally bestselling novels including Killing Me Softly, Catch Me
When I Fall, and Losing You, delivers a sexy, intricate thriller about the temptation of secrets, the weight
of lies, and the price of betrayal and suspicion.
Catch Me When I Fall Nicci French 2009-11-29 From the bestselling author of "Killing Me Softly" and
"Beneath the Skin" comes a stunning new novel of psychological suspense.
Missing Pieces Heather Gudenkauf 2016-02-02 A woman uncovers earth-shattering secrets about her
husband's family in this chilling page-turner from New York Times bestselling author Heather Gudenkauf
Sarah Quinlan's husband, Jack, has been haunted for decades by the untimely death of his mother when
he was just a teenager, her body found in the cellar of their family farm, the circumstances a mystery.
The case rocked the small farm town of Penny Gate, Iowa, where Jack was raised, and for years Jack
avoided returning home. But when his beloved aunt Julia is in an accident, hospitalized in a coma, Jack
and Sarah are forced to confront the past that they have long evaded. Upon arriving in Penny Gate,
Sarah and Jack are welcomed by the family Jack left behind all those years ago--barely a trace of the
wounds that had once devastated them all. But as facts about Julia's accident begin to surface, Sarah
realizes that nothing about the Quinlans is what it seems. Caught in a ﬂurry of unanswered questions,
Sarah dives deep into the puzzling rabbit hole of Jack's past. But the farther in she climbs, the harder it is
for her to get out. And soon she is faced with a deadly truth she may not be prepared for.
The Red Room Nicci French 2001-08-07 At the request of London police, psychologist Kit Quinn agrees
to evaluate Michael Doll, a sexual predator who slashes her face. As she recovers, Kit has horrible
dreams of a red room. Months later, Doll is arrested for murder. As Doll's obsession with Kit escalates, Kit
is gripped with a paralyzing fear that the killer isn't Doll--but someone close to her heart.
The Safe House Nicci French 2008-03-06 The Safe House is a scintillating psychological thriller by the
Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling author, Nicci French 'Nicci French's sophisticated, compassionate and
gripping crime novels stand head and shoulders above the competition' Sophie Hannah *** You open
your home and your heart to a victim. But your house is anything but safe . . . Samantha Laschen is a
doctor specialising in post-traumatic stress disorder. She's moved to the coast to escape her problems
and to be alone with her young daughter. But now the police want her to take in Fiona Mackenzie, a girl
whose parents have been savagely murdered. Yet by allowing Fiona in, Sam is exposing herself - and her
daughter - to risks she couldn't possibly have imagined . . . *** Praise for Nicci French: 'French leads the
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ﬁeld' Sunday Express 'Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control of suspense' Daily Mirror 'Tense, frightening,
gripping' Easy Living 'Dark, nerve-tingling and addictive' Daily Express 'Gripping, chilling, moving'
Observer
Want to Play? P. J. Tracy 2004-05-06 Want to Play? is the ﬁrst book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities
series. The slaying of an old couple in small town America looks like one-oﬀ act of brutal retribution. But
at the same time, in Minneapolis, teams of detectives scramble to stop a sickeningly inventive serial
killer striking again in a city paralysed by fear. When the two separate investigations converge on an
isolated catholic boarding school, decades old secrets begin to fall away. It seems an old killer has
resurfaced. Yet still the killer's real identity remains dangerously out of reach . . . Want to Play?
introduces P.J. Tracy's cult thriller characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi. Follow
their journeys in the rest of the series: Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Killand Two Evils. Praise
for P.J. Tracy: 'The thriller debut of the year' Harlan Coben 'Fast paced . . . a gripping read' Guardian
The Janus Stone Elly Griﬃths 2011 Investigating the discovery of a murdered child on a demolition site,
pregnant archaeologist Ruth Galloway teams up with Detective Harry Nelson to discern the victim's
identity before realizing that she is being targeted by a dangerous assailant. By the author of The
Crossing Places.
What to Do When Someone Dies Nicci French 2009-03-05 What to Do When Someone Dies is another
ingenious thriller from the best-loved, bestselling author, Nicci French Ellie Faulkner's world has been
destroyed. Her husband Greg died in a car crash - and he wasn't alone. In the passenger seat was the
body of Milena Livingstone - a woman Ellie's never heard of. But Ellie refuses to leap to the obvious
conclusion, despite the whispers and suspicions of those around her. Maybe it's the grief, but Ellie has to
ﬁnd out who this woman was - and prove Greg wasn't having an aﬀair. And soon she is chillingly certain
their deaths were no accident. Are Ellie's accusations of murder her way of avoiding the truth about her
marriage? Or does an even more sinister discovery await her? Praise for Nicci French: 'Relentlessly
enjoyable and gripping from the ﬁrst page to the last' Evening Standard 'You'll be totally gripped until a
very unexpected twist knocks you for six' Cosmopolitan 'You'll be hooked from the ﬁrst page. A
compulsive page-turner' Daily Express
The Island House Amanda Brittany 2021-08-11 ‘Wow, what a rollercoaster read, I loved everything about
this story... A gripping, chilling and addictive thriller I found hard to put down.’ – NetGalley Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Day of the Dead Nicci French 2018-12-26 "LOUISE PENNY says the Frieda Klein novels
are"fabulous."JOSEPH FINDER says they're "in the rich vein of Kate Atkinson."And TAMI HOAG calls them
"truly unique." Now the ﬁnal book in this extraordinary series is here. And it's an ending you'll never
forget... A decade ago, psychologist Frieda Klein was sucked into the orbit of Dean Reeve -- a killer able
to impersonate almost anyone, a man who can disappear without a trace, a psychopath obsessed with
Frieda herself. In the years since, Frieda has worked with -- and sometimes against -- the London police in
solving their most baﬄing cases. But now she's in hiding, driven to isolation by Reeve. When a series of
murders announces his return, Frieda must emerge from the shadows to confront her nemesis. And it's a
showdown she might not survive. Criminology student Lola Hayes has tracked Frieda down with a singleminded pursuit: she wants to delve inside the mind of a woman besieged by darkness. But in following
every move Frieda makes, Lola is exposing herself to the same terrors--and the same twisted ﬁxation of
a diabolical psychopath. This gripping cat-and-mouse thriller pits one of the most fascinating characters
in contemporary ﬁction against an enemy like none other. Smart, sophisticated, and spellbinding, it's a
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novel to leave you breathless"-Saturday Requiem Nicci French 2016-06-30 Nicci French's darkest most shocking thriller yet, Saturday
Requiem is the stand-alone sixth instalment of the Frieda Klein series, about a young girl accused of
murdering her family Thirteen years ago eighteen-year-old Hannah Docherty was arrested for the brutal
murder of her family. It was an open-shut case and Hannah's been incarcerated in a secure hospital ever
since. When psychotherapist Frieda Klein is asked to meet Hannah and give her assessment of her, she
reluctantly agrees. What she ﬁnds horriﬁes her. And Frieda is haunted by the thought that Hannah might
be as much of a victim as her family; that something wasn't right all those years ago. And as Hannah's
case takes hold of her, Frieda soon begins to realize that she's up against someone who'll go to any
lengths to protect themself. 'Nicci French's sophisticated, compassionate and gripping crime novels stand
head and shoulders above the competition' Sophie Hannah 'French leads the ﬁeld' Sunday Express
'Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control of suspense' Daily Mirror 'Tense, frightening, gripping' Easy Living
'Dark, nerve-tingling and addictive' Daily Express
Land of the Living Nicci French 2003-05-01 Kidnapped, gagged, and held in an airless shed by some
unknown assailant, Abbie Devereaux has somehow managed to survive her ordeal and escape.
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2014 Ruth Lennox, beloved mother of three, is found by her
daughter in a pool of her own blood. Who would want to murder an ordinary housewife? And why?
Psychotherapist Frieda Klein ﬁnds she has an unusually personal connection with DCI Karlsson's latest
case
Killing Me Softly Nicci French 2001-08-07 From internationally acclaimed author Nicci French comes a
shattering psychological thriller in the spirit of Gone Girl. Alice Loudon has it all: a devoted boyfriend, a
marvelous circle of friends, a challenging job as a research scientist. Then one morning, on her way to
work, she exchanges a lingering look with a devastatingly attractive man. Adam Tallis is the essence of
every female fantasy-a daring mountain climber who has been hailed as a hero. As a lover, he is more
passionate than Alice's wildest imaginings. Soon there isn't anything or anyone she wouldn't give up to
stay by his side. But as she learns more about her lover, she enters his world of risk and transgressionand begins to uncover a past ﬁlled with troubling secrets. Adam hurts her sometimes and three women in
his life have died accidental deaths. Determined to uncover the truth, Alice turns detective as her fears
start to come true. Soon love and sexual obsession overwhelm her until they threaten everything: her
safety, her sanity and her life.
Thursday's Children Nicci French 2016-05-04 An Internationally Bestselling AuthorA Frieda Klein
MysteryWith each chilling installment, a growing readership is drawn to brilliant and solitary London
psychotherapist Frieda Klein. And in Thursday's Children, confronting the ghosts of the past turns out to
be more dangerous than Frieda ever expected.
The Lying Room Nicci French 2019-10-03 * THE NEW ADDICTIVE THRILLER FROM THE MASTER OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE * ‘Expertly paced, psychologically sharp, thoroughly enjoyable' Louise
Candlish ‘Meticulously plotted, psychologically astute’ Sarah Vaughan 'Conﬁrms Nicci French as the giant
of the genre' Erin Kelly ‘A pure adrenaline rush’ Jenny Colgan Neve Connolly looks down at a murdered
man. She doesn't call the police. ‘You know, it’s funny,’ Detective Inspector Hitching said. ‘Whoever I see,
they keep saying, talk to Neve Connolly, she’ll know. She’s the one people talk to, she’s the one people
conﬁde in.’ A trusted colleague and friend. A mother. A wife. Neve Connolly is all these things. She has
also made mistakes. One that is now spiralling out of control. Bringing those around her into immense
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danger. A liar. A cheat. A threat. Neve Connolly is all these things. Could she be a murderer?
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2015-01-27 “Another compelling entry in this complex,
suspenseful series.” —Booklist (starred review) In the third volume of the bestselling Frieda Klein Mystery
series, the brilliant but troubled London psychotherapist returns—only to journey into a darkness from
which there may be no return. Ruth Lennox, mother of three, is found dead in a pool of her own blood.
Detective Chief Inspector Karlsson calls Frieda, hoping she can oﬀer a new angle. But when it emerges
that Ruth was leading a secret life, her family closes ranks. Still reeling from a recent attempt on her life,
Frieda starts down a dangerous path that seems to lead to a serial killer who has long escaped detection.
Is she getting closer to unraveling either case? Or is Frieda just the victim of her own paranoid, fragile
mind?
The Woman at the Front Lecia Cornwall 2021-09-28 A daring young woman risks everything to pursue
a career as a doctor on the front lines in France during World War I, and learns the true meaning of hope,
love, and resilience in the darkest of times. When Eleanor Atherton graduates from medical school near
the top of her class in 1917, she dreams of going overseas to help the wounded, but her ambition is
thwarted at every turn. Eleanor's parents insist she must give up medicine, marry a respectable man,
and assume her proper place. While women might serve as ambulance drivers or nurses at the front,
they cannot be physicians—that work is too dangerous and frightening. Nevertheless, Eleanor is
determined to make more of a contribution than sitting at home knitting for the troops. When an
unexpected twist of fate sends Eleanor to the battleﬁelds of France as the private doctor of a British peer,
she seizes the opportunity for what it is—the chance to ﬁnally prove herself. But there's a war on, and a
casualty clearing station close to the front lines is an unforgiving place. Facing skeptical commanders
who question her skills, scores of wounded men needing care, underhanded eﬀorts by her family to bring
her back home, and a blossoming romance, Eleanor must decide if she's brave enough to break the
rules, face her darkest fears, and take the chance to win the career—and the love—she's always wanted.
The Memory Game Nicci French 2008-03-06 Nicci French, bestselling author of thriller Blue Monday, tells
the terrifying story of a woman discovering that her past is not as she remembers it in The Memory
Game. You remember an ordinary, idyllic childhood. Then one day you discover that your memory is
deceitful. And possibly deadly ... When a skeleton is unearthed, Jane Martello is shocked to learn it's that
of her childhood friend, Natalie, who went missing twenty-ﬁve years ago. Encouraged by a therapist to
recover lost memories, Jane hopes to ﬁnd out what really took place when she was a child - and what
happened to Natalie. But in learning the truth about hers and Natalie's past, is Jane putting her own
future at terrible risk? 'Haunting' Frances Fyﬁeld, Evening Standard Nicci French is the pseudonym for the
writing partnership of journalists Nicci Gerrard and Sean French. Together they have written 13 books,
including Complicit, What to do When Someone Dies and Until It's Over.
The Orenda Joseph Boyden 2014-05-13 In this hugely acclaimed author’s new novel, history comes alive
before us when, in the seventeenth century, a Jesuit missionary ventures into the wilderness in search of
converts—the deﬁning moment of ﬁrst contact between radically diﬀerent worlds, each at once old and
new in its own ways. What unfolds over the next few years is truly epic, constantly illuminating and
surprising, sometimes comic, always entrancing, and ultimately all-too-human in its tragic grandeur.
Christophe, as educated as any Frenchman could be about the “sauvages” of the New World whose souls
he has sworn to save, begins his true enlightenment shortly after he sets out when his native
guides—terriﬁed by even a scent of the Iroquois—abandon him to save themselves. But a Huron warrior
and elder named Bird soon takes him prisoner, along with a young Iroquois girl, Snow Falls, whose family
he has just killed. The Huron-Iroquois rivalry, now growing vicious, courses through this novel, and these
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three are its principal characters. Christophe and Snow Falls are held captive in Bird’s massive village.
Champlain’s Iron People have only lately begun trading with the Huron, who mistrust them as well as this
Jesuit Crow who has now trespassed onto their land; and Snow Falls’s people, of course, have become the
Hurons’ greatest enemy. Bird knows that to get rid of them both would resolve the issue, but he sees
Christophe, however puzzling, as a potential envoy to those in New France, and Snow Falls as a
replacement for the two daughters he’d lost to the Iroquois. These relationships wax and wane as life
comes at them relentlessly: a lacrosse match with an allied tribe, a dangerous mission to trade furs with
the French for the deadly shining wood that could save the Huron nation, shocking victories in combat
and devastating defeats, then a sickness the likes of which none of them has ever seen. The world of The
Orenda blossoms to include such unforgettable characters as Bird’s oldest friend, Fox; his lover, Gosling,
who some believe possesses magical powers; two more Jesuit Crows who arrive to help form a mission;
and boys from both tribes whose hearts veer wildly from one side to the other, for one reason or another.
Watching over all of them are the spirits that guide their every move. The Orenda traces a story of blood
and hope, suspicion and trust, hatred and love, that comes to a head when Jesuit and Huron join together
against the stupendous wrath of the Iroquois, when everything that any of them has ever known or
believed in faces nothing less than annihilation. A saga nearly four hundred years old, it is also timeless
and eternal. This eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide.
Waiting for Wednesday Nicci French 2014-04-03 The thrilling third novel starring London psychotherapistturned-detective Frieda Klein—from internationally bestselling author Nicci French Nicci French’s Blue
Monday and Tuesday’s Gone introduced the brilliant yet reclusive psychotherapist Frieda Klein to
widespread critical acclaim, but Waiting for Wednesday promises to be her most haunting case yet. Ruth
Lennox, housewife and mother of three, is found dead in a pool of her own blood. Detective Chief
Inspector Karlsson can’t piece together a motive and calls in Frieda, hoping her talents will oﬀer a new
angle on the case. When it emerges that the mother was hiding a scandalous secret, her family closes
ranks. Frieda herself is distracted, still reeling from an attempt on her life, and struggling with her own
rare feelings of vulnerability. Then a patient’s chance remark sends Frieda down a dangerous path that
seems to lead to a serial killer who’s long escaped detection. Is Frieda getting closer to unraveling either
case? Or is she just the victim of her own paranoid, fragile mind? Because, as Frieda knows, every step
closer to a killer is one more step into a darkness from which there may be no return . . . Flawlessly
executed, Waiting for Wednesday is a penetrating, twisted novel of murder and neurosis with a jawdropping climax that will linger in readers’ minds long after they have turned the last page.
Blue Monday Nicci French 2012-03-01 The stunning ﬁrst book in a new series of psychological thrillers
introducing an unforgettable London psychotherapist Frieda Klein is a solitary, incisive psychotherapist
who spends her sleepless nights walking along the ancient rivers that have been forced underground in
modern London. She believes that the world is a messy, uncontrollable place, but what we can control is
what is inside our heads. This attitude is reﬂected in her own life, which is an austere one of refuge,
personal integrity, and order. The abduction of ﬁve-year-old Matthew Farraday provokes a national outcry
and a desperate police hunt. And when his face is splashed over the newspapers, Frieda cannot ignore
the coincidence: one of her patients has been having dreams in which he has a hunger for a child. A redhaired child he can describe in perfect detail, a child the spitting image of Matthew. She ﬁnds herself in
the center of the investigation, serving as the reluctant sidekick of the chief inspector. Drawing readers
into a haunting world in which the terrors of the mind have spilled over into real life, Blue Monday
introduces a compelling protagonist and a chilling mystery that will appeal to readers of dark crime
ﬁction and fans of In Treatment and The Killing.
The Sandman (Joona Linna, Book 4) Lars Kepler 2014-08-28 HE’LL STEAL YOU IN YOUR SLEEP The
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fourth gripping serial killer thriller in the No.1 bestselling Joona Linna series. Perfect for fans of Jo Nesbo.
Sunday Morning Coming Down Nicci French 2017-03 It's always darkest before the light. In the
chilling seventh instalment of the bestselling, critically acclaimed Frieda Klein series, evil draws ever
closer to home. A body is discovered under the ﬂoorboards of psychotherapist Frieda Klein's house. It's
the man she hired to protect her. Frieda has always known her stalker, Dean Reeve, was still alive - at
last the police are forced to believe her. But this is only the ﬁrst body, and as the police investigation
stalls, Dean's taunts grow ever more personal. Unless Frieda can ﬁnd him - and fast - her loved ones'
loyalty could come at a truly fatal cost . . .
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